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Longitudinal tensile failure of unidirectional plies is a key failure mode for laminated 
composites. We therefore organised a benchmarking exercise with 7 participating models, 
where the models were carefully compared against each other based on two virtual materials 
[1]. We also performed a detailed experimental validation study for 6 of the participating 
models, based on synchrotron computed tomography data for fibre break development 
combined with carefully and objectively measured input data. The present paper analyses where 
the discrepancies between models and experiments may have arisen from, based on the KU 
Leuven strength model [1].  Fig. 1 for example shows how the scatter in the experimental fibre 
break density evolutions is similar to the scatter in the Monte Carlo simulations. The scatter 
bands however do not overlap. We also fitted a Weibull distribution to the fibre break density 
evolution (excluding clusters of fibre breaks). Running simulations with the fitted Weibull 
distribution as input revealed that a good agreement between the density developments can be 
achieved. However, even a fitted Weibull distribution still leads to significant errors in other 
parameters, such as tensile strength or cluster evolution. The complete analysis of all key issues 
has shown that the discrepancies cannot be attributed to any single input parameter or 
assumption, such as the Weibull distribution, but should be attributed to a combination of 
unknowns that need to be explored in further studies.  

 
Figure 1. Comparison of the scatter in the fibre break density evolution for the experiments versus 

for the Monte Carlo simulations. 
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